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From the Editor’s

AP LIM reports is continue in this edition with two
articles; relation of momentum and leader and how
to resolve the dilemma of chapter. Main article is how
can a person be a better scrum master by knowing his
potential and maximize it. Another article about ﬁst of
ﬁve in agile methodology.
PMIIC Symex will be held on 11-12 October in Hilton
Hotel Bandung, West Java. We have early bird for
special price until 31 August. So don’t wait any longer,
hurry and book the seat now. You can visit us at http://
pmi-indonesia.org/symex/ to see the detail of symex
including our international speakers.
On behalf of board of editor I would like to thank all
parties who support us in preparing this edition
and participating in this newsletter.
Happy reading….
Laura Indah Tanzil
Editor in Chief
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Written by Yudha Damiat, PMP®, PMI-SP®

PMI AP LIM peech
ynote S
Opening Ke

th 2017
, March 4 ,

Hong Kong

“Mastering the Art of Momentum”
by Michael McQueen

A

fter a successful 2015 AP LIM in Bali, a group of PMI
Indonesia board members and myself had the chance
to attend the 2017 AP LIM in Hong Kong where chapters
from all over Asia Paciﬁc countries attended this bi-annual event.
The ﬁrst day of AP LIM was opened by a keynote speaker, Michael
McQueen, titled Mastering the Art of Momentum. McQueen has
spoken to hundreds of thousands of people across ﬁve continents since
2004 and is known for his high-impact, research-rick and entertaining
conference presentations. In 2015, McQueen was named Australia’s
Keynote Speaker of the Year and was inducted into the Speakers Hall
of Fame.
When I ﬁrst saw his title about momentum, I thought I was going to
get a lesson in Physics. In a way, I was. But he put a spin in it in such a
way that I was getting more than just a lesson in physics. What do we
know about momentum? By deﬁnition, it is “ the impetus gained by
mass in motion”. So what does momentum have anything to do with
being chapter leaders?
McQueen puts the correlation about momentum of a moving object
to running an organization. However, in the case of a company, a goal
or an objective is required. He summarizes a couple of things:
Inspiration - He believes that any company or organization must

have its “mojo”. Its the groove that keeps everything in the company
moving towards its goal, especially the people. Leaders must be able
to create inspirational activities to their people.
Consistency – This is the part where most of us gets confused. Being
consistent does not mean always saying “yes” to one thing, but saying
“no” hundreds of other things in front of you.
Focus – It is very important to keep on focus. Focus is what keeps
us on track to our goal. Only with focus, we can keep out all of the
distractions in the market.
I can totally relate to his message. I was inspired of being a volunteer
for the chapter because I wanted to do something more than just my
professional job. I believe of a greater cause for the chapter, who has
existed for 20 years, in our country; although, it does not always look
as luxurious. There had been high and low moments in the journey,
but we stay focused and consistent. It is my job to keep myself and
other volunteer members inspired so the chapter can stay in its
momentum. The beauty about it is that I don’t have to look that far
for an inspiration. All I have to do look over at my shoulder to the
volunteer next to me. If he/she is still willing to do his part, so will I.
Remember this motto - “Fun & Excellence”.
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Self Interest vs. Conﬂicts of Interest:

Avoiding and Resolving This
Dilemma in Your Chapter
Presented by: Alankar Karpe (EMAG) and Zahara Khan (EMAG)
during the educational session of 2017 Asia Paciﬁc Leader Institute Meeting

This article is written with the purpose of sharing lesson learned
taken during 2017 Asia Paciﬁc Leader Institute Meeting (2017 APLIM)
conducted in Hong Kong at 3 – 5 March, 2017.
During the second day of 2017 APLIM, after the general session with
the great presentation from Michael McQueen, the PMI Ethics Member
Advisory Group (EMAG) – represented by Alankar Karpe & Zahara
Khan – conducted an Educational Session with the topic of: “Self
Interest vs. Conﬂict of Interest: Avoiding and Resolving This Dilemma
in Your Chapter”.
The session provided the participants with the opportunity to learn
how to deﬁne conﬂict of interest (COI) and how to distinguish selfinterest (which is a very common dilemma faced by chapter leaders
and particularly board leadership that can be harmful to both board
and chapter success). The session also outlined the PMI rules related
to conﬂicts of interest and provided strategies for addressing conﬂict
in chapter.
The COI, deﬁned by PMI as a “situation that arises when practitioners
of project management is faced with making a decision or doing some
act that will beneﬁt the practitioners or another person or organization
to which the practitioner owes the duty of loyalty and at the same time
will harm another person or organization to which the practitioners
owes similar duty or loyalty”. This can only be resolved by “disclose the
conﬂict to those affected and allow them to make the decision about
how the practitioner should proceed”.
The COI will also be occurred when “there is a divergence between
an individual’s private interest and their professional obligations such
that an independent observer might reasonably question actions taken
by the individual that may have been inﬂuenced by consideration of
the COI”.
In every volunteer based organization – such as PMI, the source
of COI can be derived from 3 major sources: Financial, Personal and
Prejudicial.
1.

Financial: this would be arguably the major source of the COI, it
happens when “a board member who stands to gain ﬁnancially
from any board member decision”. A very good example of this

source is “to use a particular vendor that the member works for
or owns or to be given gifts for choosing a vendor”.
2.

Personal: when a “person’s private interest / relationships
interfere, or may be perceived to interfere with his/her
performance of ofﬁcial duty” than the personal conﬂict of
interest is occurred.

3.

Prejudicial: When a board member “showing their unfair feeling
of like / dislike”, then the prejudicial conﬂict of interest will be
taking place. A Good example of this source of COI is when a
“board member showing interest only in speciﬁc training topics
or person, not considering the rationale”.

When the COI occur and no actions is being taken to resolve it, then
the impact will occur on the following area:
•

Code of Ethics violation

•

Damage to reputation

•

Integrity loss

•

Can’t attract or retain volunteers and member

•

Perception of unfairness

•

Loss of trust

Given the impact above, all chapter leaders are strongly advised to
exercise the following actions when the COI is occurred with the basic
principle to bear in mind is “Do what is right, not what is easy”:
•

Avoid / Removal: avoid / remove any practices that indicate as
the source of the COI as aforementioned

•

Disclose: “Proactively and fully disclose any real or potential
COI to appropriate stakeholders”. “when we realize we have
a conﬂict, we refrain from engaging in the decision-making
process or otherwise attempting to inﬂuence outcomes unless
we’ve made full disclosure, we have an approved mitigation
plan and we have obtained stakeholder consent to proceed’.

•

Follow the Code of Conduct and have independent evaluations:
the main rules are “Be Honest and Declare any Conﬂicts of
Interest”.
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The following graphic explain vividly the chapter COI Policy, whereby
the COI policy incorporates an Organization’s Ethics, Values and
Integrity:

and address ethical issues thus it is also a foundation for discussing
potential gaps between leaders’ perception and their adherence to the
PMI Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct”.
One of the tools that related with COI is “Chapter Dilemmas Conﬂicts
of Interest Tool”; it is a comprehensive guide in dealing with COI and
suggest the following checklist to be assessed by chapter leader as best
practices to help avoid Chapter COI:
•

Include policy expectations and boundaries of volunteer
behaviors in the chapter’s volunteer obligations documents and
clearly speak to issues of self-dealing and conﬂict of interest

•

Publicly post the chapter’s policy and make it required reading
for all chapter volunteers

•

Require the chapter’s nominations committee to reference the
policy during the election process. This includes mentioning an
expectation of strict adherence to the policy during candidate
interviews

•

Ask all volunteers to attend a mandatory overview of chapter
volunteer obligations, expectations and prohibitions

•

Schedule the overview as an annual activity for all volunteers to
reinforce the chapter’s stance on ethical behaviors.

•

That wish to have their own strong ethics policy and supporting
documentation

Ask all volunteers to sign an agreement to adhere to the
chapter’s volunteer obligations policy

•

Consider performing PMI Chapter Board Ethics Assessment

Dealing with COI situations (include best practices and how to
facilitate the discussion)

•

Consider holding an Ethics Decision-Making Workshop

The tools can be downloaded at:

The PMI EMAG has provide the ethics policy guide for all chapter
leaders, which is a comprehensive tool designed to provide guidance
for chapters:

It is a very resourceful, useful and yet easy to adopt tools that can
help every chapter leaders to avoid and resolve any “neglected or
unseen ethical issues which often end up causing conﬂicts among
chapter leaders and volunteers”. The tools “allows chapter leaders to
assess their performance as a team and understand how they approach

https://marketing.pmi.org/cd/lightbox/index/lr/621?utm_
campaign=website&utm_source=sendgri
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The Daily ScrumMaster?
Should ScrumMasters ever attend the daily scrum or stand-up
meeting? As a guiding principle, agile values self-organizing and selfmanaging teams, but let’s explore ﬁve scenarios where the presence,
and perhaps even participation, of a ScrumMaster could be helpful if
they adhere to a speciﬁc role.
A question has crossed my desk three different times in the last week,
which suggests that it is a topic of interest to many others. The question
is about the role of a ScrumMaster with regards to the daily scrum or
stand-up meeting. There seems to be some confusion about whether
ScrumMasters should attend these meetings and, if so, what their role
should be. A ScrumMaster could do anything from participate in the
meeting to drive it. But should she?
The answer from most professional Scrum organizations and the
Scrum manual is “No … well, maybe.” This is not helpful in clarifying the
situation, but there are certain attributes of a ScrumMaster that would
make attendance mandatory, or at the very least, somewhat desirable.
It’s also important to note that there is a difference between “attend”
and “participate.” For instance, product owners are allowed to attend
the daily scrum, but they aren’t allowed to participate. For that reason,
the product owner is not required to attend, though some teams may
like it. But let’s look at some scenarios where it may be the case that the
ScrumMaster either must or should attend.
1. She is also a developer.
It is not uncommon that a ScrumMaster is also a developer on the
team. Recall that Scrum considers anyone who is delivering stories
(converting backlog items into functionality) as a developer. This can
mean someone who is focused on testing, creative design, software
development, data analysis, or even accounting can still qualify as a
developer. When this is the case, she must attend the daily stand-up.
It might be that she has to recognize that she is wearing two hats,
and be certain to act as a developer and not ScrumMaster, but it is
still required that she attend. This can be difﬁcult to do, as some team
members may naturally differ to her, and I have seen interesting things
like “ScrumMaster goes ﬁrst,” but beyond that, she should act exactly
the same as any other developer.
2. She is an Agile Coach.
Many organizations who are transitioning to Agile will do so with
the assistance of an Agile coach. In this case, the role of the coach is
to help ensure that the process is followed, provide feedback to the
team members, and answer questions about how things are meant
to happen. It is very important that this person not discuss anything
about the project, requirements or stories being executed, but rather
the manner in which the team is operating. When this happens, it is
usually beneﬁcial for her to attend, as it will provide more data for
feedback and coaching, but it is not mandatory. Often, a person in
this role will attend a couple of times a week, in order to audit the
team, and may even do the same with multiple teams at the same

time. The purpose here would be to collect feedback and observations,
and look for deviations from the standard process — not to discuss
implementation or prioritization.
3. She can clear blockers.
There are three topics of a daily stand-up: what was done yesterday,
what is getting worked today, and what blockers to progress exist.
Blockers can be anything from needing (and having trouble receiving)
outside assistance to having run out of toner for a printer. Depending
on the organizational role of the ScrumMaster, she may be in position
to help clear or resolve these issues. It can be somewhat satisfying to
have someone on-hand who can immediately get to work on solving
problems, or who may know the path forward for the developer. While
this can be helpful, the ScrumMaster is not required to attend the daily
stand-up, and often, not even recommended. Once the stand-up is
complete, it is quite an easy task to seek her out and learn if she is able
to assist with the issue. It is highly unlikely that she will be able to help
every time, and thus, attending the stand-up will often be a waste of
time (at best) or a fairly large distraction (more likely.) Even if it seems
like a good idea, it usually isn’t. This isn’t a good case for ScrumMaster
attendance.
4. The organization uses SAFe or Scrum of Scrums.
Companies who adopt Agile are sometimes concerned with having lots
of autonomous teams working with a perceived lack of coordination.
One method that organizations use to “solve” this concern is using
a scaled framework, such a SAFe or by using a “Scrum of Scrums.” A
(very) big oversimpliﬁcation of this is to have a second daily-stand up,
where one member from each team participates and represents their
team. The format is usually the same: what was done yesterday, what’s
up for today, and call out any impediments to progress, just at the
team level, rather than the individual. Sometimes, the teams use the
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ScrumMaster for this, rather than having one developer attend two
daily meetings. It’s not at all clear that having the ScrumMaster perform
this function is a good idea, but when this is the process that a team
uses, having the ScrumMaster attend is practically mandatory. Without
attending, she won’t know what to talk about in the later meeting. It
still is a requirement that she doesn’t participate, other than to ask
clarifying questions, but observing can be a good idea.
5. If the team wants her there.
One of the key portions of Agile is that the team can decide pretty
much how everything functions. This includes work assignments, story
prioritization, what brand of coffee to brew, and what time the daily
stand-up occurs. It also includes who attends, who participates, and
who drives each meeting. With that in mind, the team might decide
to include the ScrumMaster in the daily stand-up. If that happens, of
course she should attend and participate however the team decides. It
is worth analyzing the reason that the team wants her there, however. It
could be that they need more coaching on the process, misunderstand
the role of the ScrumMaster, or are feeling some discomfort without
her presence. As long as the team knows why they want her there
and it isn’t an effort to cover over some other deﬁciency, her level of
attendance and participation are certainly items the team can decide.
Having the ScrumMaster attend the daily stand-up is not mandatory,
and it is usually not recommended. The process believes that only
developers should participate, and it can often be hard for someone in
a ScrumMaster role to stop themselves from trying to add value to the
team, either by attempting to facilitate, adding their own knowledge to
the discussion, or perhaps even manage the meeting. This would go
against the “self-organizing” nature of Agile, and might make the team

feel as if they are being “managed” rather than self-managing.
Even still, there are times when having the ScrumMaster attend is
okay, and potentially even helpful. It’s necessary to understand the
difference between attendance and participation, and to understand
her role in the meeting itself, but like everything else Agile, whatever
the team decides is what should be done. Luckily, built into the process
is inspection, reﬂection and retrospectives, allowing the team to decide
what is working and what isn’t, on a constant basis.
Source: www.projectsatwork.com
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Raise Your Fist in the Air
At the end of each sprint planning, teams are asked to “commit” to
every story in the sprint, and the vote needs to be unanimous. Not
only is the vote expected to represent full agreement, it is also binary;
either the team commits or they don’t. This kind of voting can be hard
for the team, as team members will have varying degrees of consensus
that depend upon many, often disparate, factors. “Fist of Five” voting is
one popular way to drive the team towards closure on this important
process.
One of the important features of the Agile methodology is how it
focuses on making very complicated operations as simple as possible.
User Stories are simpler than full requirements documents, story points
are simpler than full effort estimates, and everyone’s life is made
easier by having an empowered product owner who can make every
necessary decision with regards to prioritization or clariﬁcation. One
of the important factors in the process is getting the team to agree
to a plan, and then do everything in their power to achieve that plan.
However, the literature is silent on how to actually get that consensus.
Enter the “Fist of Five.”
Agile, and in particular scrum, requires a lot of voting, and requires
everyone on the team expresses their opinions. The voting is usually
simple enough that a small deck of cards, smartphone app, or even
ﬁngers can be used to cast a ballot. Fist of Five voting is another simple
process to ﬁgure out how the team is feeling, and how close to gaining
consensus they actually are.
HOW IT WORKS
The mechanics of how Fist of Five voting works isn’t that different that
how any other Agile voting process works. Someone, often, but not
always (and not even necessarily,) the Scrum Master, will call out “Three,
Two, One, Vote.” The team then puts up a number of ﬁngers, from 0-5,
that show how they are feeling about the question. The person doing
the calling shouldn’t be checking the votes themselves, but rather
ensuring that everyone actually does place a vote. It is worthwhile
to also see people who voted late, and may have had their decision
inﬂuenced by others. Beyond that, there are three parts to ensuring a
good vote.
> Be clear on what you are asking. This simple process only works
if the people doing the voting actually understand what they are voting
on. Starting with, “Are we ready to vote? Three, two, one…” is going to
get invalid response. State the question more speciﬁcally, such as “Do
we agree we can get all this work done in this sprint?” or “Do we agree

with the prioritization of the work we added?” or “Do we think the goals
of this sprint are well understood?” Without being speciﬁc, people will
assume different things, and the votes won’t actually be meaningful.
> Gain consensus. Gaining consensus doesn’t necessarily mean
that everyone winds up with the same vote. What it does mean is
that the team comes to a general agreement as to where everyone
stands along the alignment spectrum. Certainly, if everyone puts up
ﬁve ﬁngers, you can close the voting, and be happy with the outcome
(after pressure testing that everyone does actually agree.) More likely is
that a few people will be totally bought in, a few will be more positive
than negative (with reservations) and a few will be indicating that they
need more convincing. This is also a positive outcome, as the gaps in
understanding are now on the table, and it could be that a few of the
strong supporters gain new information that they didn’t have before.
> Move forward. At the conclusion of the vote, you will know what
level of alignment the team has reached. This is not a process like story
points, where the goal is to drive to a ﬁnal, universally accepted number.
The goal is to drive to an understanding of where everyone falls on the
spectrum, and if necessary get people to agree to disagree, and move
forward. While yes, the ultimate goal is often to gain commitment (or
some other binary decision) the desire of a Fist of Five is to checkpoint
where the team is, and then move forward towards gaining the ﬁnal
answer.
WHAT THE VALUES MEAN
It seems simple to say that the more ﬁngers a team member holds
up, the more they agree with whatever the voting question was.
This isn’t always the case, and different numbers can actually convey
different meanings.
No Fingers: “The Fist.” Rather that symbolizing a strong negative vote,
this vote often shows massive misalignment. Either the team member
doesn’t agree that the team is ready for a vote, or maybe doesn’t even
agree that the vote should be called at all. Instead of showing “no
conﬁdence in the goal” this more often means “I don’t agree with the
goal.” It may also mean, “I don’t understand enough to even vote.”
These votes should be discussed, as it may short-circuit the voting
process itself.
One Finger. While this is adjacent to holding up no ﬁngers, it means
something very different. It generally means that the team member
agrees with the vote, and has major (perhaps blocking) doubts that
success is possible or that the direction isn’t quite correct. The team
can discuss these now, or can parking lot the concern for later. But
this value means that there is a team member who doesn’t think the
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team or decision is being set up for success, which could be a problem
further down the road.

enough to vote;” in this process, everyone knows enough. Getting the
whole team to vote should be easy.

Two Fingers. This represents anxiety from the team member. They
agree with the direction, and the path to success is uncertain, but there
is a visible path. This value tends to mean that the team member thinks
the direction is too aggressive, risky or dangerous, which may cause
them to pull back from commitment later in the process.

> Permission to disagree. It’s very difﬁcult to be the ﬁrst person
to respond to: “If you disagree, raise your hand.” There’s an awful lot
holding you back from raising your hand ﬁrst, even if the entire room
does indeed disagree. However, when everyone is forced to raise their
hand, the team members are given up-front permission to dissent, and
to make their feelings known. This is especially true for the quieter
people on the team, who are never the ﬁrst to offer up their opinions.
Doing this gives them permission to speak up, without having to worry
about deciding that they are going to speak up.

Three Fingers. This is pretty much the default answer. This means
roughly that the team member agrees with the direction, sees the path
to success, and is ready to head down it. The team member knows
that problems and obstacles can and will arise, but it’s no different than
any other time the team has headed down a new trail. A room full of
threes is a good outcome for the team, as it shows general positive
acceptance, coupled with cautious optimism that success is possible.
Four Fingers. A room full of four ﬁngers would be amazing; it means
that the team is totally committed and bought in. While sure, there may
be challenges, the team is ready to overcome them however possible.
This means simply “This is a great idea, let’s do it.” It’s important that
teams don’t overuse this; you can’t do everything. But when a team has
a bunch of these held up, it’s a very good sign for the direction.
Five Fingers. Holding up ﬁve ﬁngers is a personal decision. It is a sign
that the person is all-in, and will take personal responsibility for making
the decision a success. This means unblocking themselves and others,
being a personal evangelist for the idea and the implementation, and
carrying the team along with them as the project moves forward. If a
team member is willing to do everything in their power to ensure a
good outcome, then the team almost certainly has a winner of an idea
on their hands.
WHY TO USE IT
This exercise will feel a little bit familiar to the team, as it is very similar
to planning poker. At the same time, it’s much different, as it’s not a way
to get people aligned, it’s a way to ﬁnd out what is on people’s minds,
and get a sensing of the room. So while the mechanics are similar,
the usage is different. Here are the reasons why you should consider
adding it to your team’s process:
> It’s Simple. It’s even simpler than planning poker, where team
members debate in their own minds the difference between a two and
a three, or a ﬁve and an eight. Once the numbers are chosen, there’s
no need to discuss the results (other than outliers) and try to determine
a single value. It’s a simple way for people to express how they are
feeling, that can be done on just about any topic.
> Full Participation. Fist of Five requires full participation, and it
doesn’t require anyone to be “right.” That is, people are expressing their
feelings, and there is no right or wrong way to show you feel. Because
of that, participation is frictionless, and it’s very easy to hold up your
hand (especially when everyone around you is doing the same thing.)
In other types of planning, a team member might say “I don’t know

> Creates alignment (and uncovers misalignment). When
going into a vote like this, every team member is wondering to
themselves if they are the only one who thinks the way they are
thinking. This comes in both ﬂavors; they could worry that they are
the only one that totally agrees, or be concerned that they are the
only one who isn’t certain. Using this mechanism to determine where
people stand is a great way to create alignment (even if negative) or
uncover misalignment by identifying outliers. This information is helpful
in guiding the further conversations around the points of disconnect, to
more efﬁciently use the time the team has together.
The Fist of Five voting mechanism is simple, yet deceptively powerful.
It’s a mechanism that most of the team will recognize and know how
to use, and will be startled at how the analysis of the votes can shift
the thinking of an entire team. Rather than being a straight vote of
conﬁdence, each of the six values have meaning (including the ﬁst
itself ) that can help a team member express themselves in an easy,
low-risk manner. And the team beneﬁts from knowing how everyone is
feeling about a certain subject, so that they know where to dive into a
speciﬁc topic. If you team isn’t already using this strategy for voting, it
is worth a try to see if it works for you
Source: www.projectmanagement.com
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Congratulations and welcome to Indonesia chapter for our New Members
Our sincere gratitude for new members and renew members,
your involvement and supports for PMI Indonesia Chapter are
very valuable for us. In April 2017 we had 43 new members
and 24 members who renewed their membership. We hope
next month, with more marvellous activities provided by
New Members list per April 2017
Achmad Beyri

Mochamad Nasito

Aditya Nugraha Rachman

Mutmainnah Adnan Lanure

Aditya Rachman

Niken Zakiyati Sa’Adiyah

Agus Ariawan

Octoni Simbolon

Anjar Priyono

Puput Risanto

Arius Wintoro

Putut Ajeng Fitasari

Bahrun Ulum

Raﬂiansyah Ruslan

Bina Prawati

Retno Kurniawati

Budi Wirastomo

Reynold Silalahi

Dhiana Pratiwi

Siti Nursyamsiah

Dimas Bagus Prakoso

Slamet Suryanto

Dirgantara Putra Eng.D.

Suci Nurul Insani

Faustina Kusnadi

Suprijotomo Suprijotomo

Hari Susanto

Tantiana Maria Cahyani

Helen Desyani Santoso

Tanto Winarko

Herry Agus Purwanto

Thea Nisaa Andi Saffanah

Indra Jaja Parulian

Vandy Putrandika

Irma Christina

Willem De Jonge

Istyakara Muslichah

Yeremia Mendrofa

Laras Widiastuti

Yulia Ulap Kintarti

Maria Ayu

Zarhan Fajriyanto

Merita Gidarjati

Membership Growth & Percentage

PMI Indonesia Chapter, more members would renew their
membership.
Thank you for join and let’s get involved with PMI Indonesia
Chapter because good things happen when you stay involved
with PMI.
Rejoin and Renew Members list per April 2017
Astri Laksita Wikaningtyas
Christien Suharyanto
Crysanthus Raharjo
Daniel Hendling
Feri Heri Susilo
Firman Arnold Amos
Simanjuntak
Handy Matunri
Hendri Sundadinata
Hendro Hadiwinoto
Imam Detriana
Indra Dwi Sasongko
Itsnanta Muhammad Fauzan

Jeffry Novy Joris
Jerry Marthin Samosir
Jonathan Kine
Mochammad Zuliansyah
Nico Andwika Sianipar
Nicolas Ruslim
Novanto Hadinoto
Ratio Fitra Maliki
Robustanto Bekti R
Tjioe Hui Tjai
Tomy Sudiwiyono
Vannisa A. Luthﬁtriaputri

The picture above shows the number of PMI members who have
domiciled in Indonesia, Indonesia Chapter members, total certiﬁcants,
and total PMP within the last 3 months. In last month on this year, total
chapter members decreased to 754 from 760. Nevertheless, must still
grow up the number of our members. In the other hand, total PMP
certiﬁcants increased by 7 persons to 690 persons. Hope we can more
increase the growth of the number of chapter members and PMP
certiﬁcants on next month.
The graph is a statistical chart PMIIC members from 2009 to January
2017. Based on the graph, it appears that the current chapter members
are lower than last year, only reached 754 members. This is not good
achievement. In subsequent years, hope we can always increase the
growth of the number of chapter members, run awesome programs
continuously, these also attract and raise new members.

Based on the graph above, it appears that members of Indonesia Chapter
have negative growth than the prior year numbers. This is not good
growth rate, so PMIIC must to increase our membership growth. However,
Indonesia Chapter still has the highest percentage of members up to 83%
than any other country in the Regional 15 Countries. Likewise, the number
of PMP members perched on 40%, the biggest numbers in these terms.

